ABOUT THE TRAINING INITIATIVE

Our mission is simple - to make training your workforce as easy, flexible and cost effective as possible. We’re passionate about improving the standards and quality of training in the Further Education Sector.

BLENDING LEARNING CONSORTIUM MEMBERS

We're offering members of the Blended Learning Consortium a 20% discount off all of our courses and training. We would like to offer BLC members a preferential rate of £520 + VAT per day for training. For shorter or bespoke courses a pro-rata rate will be calculated.
COURSE OVERVIEW

We offer training in the following subject areas to suit your college's needs and budget:

- **FIRST AID**
- **MENTAL HEALTH**
- **MOVING PEOPLE SAFELY**
- **FIRE SAFETY**
- **DEALING WITH CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR**
- **SAFEGUARDING OF VULNERABLE ADULTS, CHILDREN & YOUNG**
- **EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY**
- **LEADERSHIP**
- **AUGMENTED REALITY TRAINING**
- **BESPOKE COURSES**
AUGMENTED REALITY TRAINING

Only 1 in 4 young people with a mental disorder reported accessing specialist mental health services in the previous year. Our Augmented Reality Training sessions involve understanding the difference between mental health and mental ill health, personal & social effects of mental ill health and recognising the signs and depression and anxiety.

We make it as easy as possible for collages of all sizes and budgets to adopt a proactive approach to supporting individuals experiencing mental ill health.

BLENDING LEARNING APPROACH TO AUGMENTED REALITY

During our mental health sessions, we use our Mental Health Augmented Reality posters. Each one has a different theme including PTSD, depression, schizophrenia and anxiety. Once 'zapped' using a mobile phone or tablet with the Zapper app, the poster loads content that gives mental health support and guidance.

These posters load content that gives mental health support and guidance. They can also be used as a referral mechanism as they link directly to the Mental Health Charity, Rethink.
"Fantastic course, the information was excellent. The trainer delivered the course brilliantly. Very informative and enjoyed his method of teaching!"